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MEETING WITH THE GROUP 

 

The group meets on day 1 of the tour at 4pm at the hotel’s breakfast 

room or garden (according to the weather)  

 

Hotel name & address:  

HOTEL LA VILLA 

Viale Vittorio Veneto 11 

Siena 
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HOW TO GET TO SIENA 
FROM MAIN AIRPORTS (FLORENCE, ROME and PISA) 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As you can see we have not recommended train to go from FLORENCE to SIENA since it is not very 

convenient as in certain runs you might have to change train one time. Instead train is very convenient on 

the way back after the tour is finished (see the section “how to get to the main cities after the tour”) 

 PRINT THIS PAGE FOR YOUR REFERENCE   

TAXI stand just outside of arrivals. Take a 
taxi and  go to Florence SANTA MARIA 
NOVELLA BUS STATION  (city center)  
Cost of taxi ride approximately 20€  

…or take a shuttle bus to  
SANTA MARIA NOVELLA  BUS 
STATION  (3-4€ ticket). Bus runs every 
hour  

There are two different buses to Siena: Rapida (the fast bus) and Ordinaria(ordinary or 
slower bus). We obviously recommend you take the Rapida, line 131R, since it is a non-
stop between Florence and Siena, lasting about 1 hour and 15 minutes. The Ordinaria, line 
131O, stops in two villages on the way and thus takes 1 hour and 30 minutes.  
The bus has adequate storage space for luggage underneath, just let the driver know you 
need the luggage space opened up. 
There are buses approximately every hour in day time. Less buses on Sundays. No need to 
reserve your bus ticket. IMPORTANT: if you are traveling by bus on Sundays take the 
Ordinaria as it runs more frequently than the Rapida (7.10 10.10 12.10 12.40 12.40 15.40 
17.40 18.40 19.50 ) double check this timetable because it may vary seasonally. The Siena 
bus stop  is very convenient since it is located 100 meters past theHOTEL LA VILLA, which 
is where you will stay for the first nights of your tour. IMPORTANT:  THE BUS STOP IS 
UPON REQUEST. As you go on the bus ask the driver to drop you off at HOTEL LA VILLA 
Viale Vittorio Veneto 11 in Siena. Show the driver the picture in the following page. It 
might happen that the driver does not know about the existence of that bus stop (sorry 
about that, we complained with the bus company but it might happen again). See the 
picture in the following page that shows the Hotel and the bus stop.  
You can check-in at hotel LA VILLA after 2pm.  
 

FLORENCE AIRPORT – Amerigo Vespucci (FLR) 

Once that you are at the SANTA MARIA NOVELLA BUS STATION… 
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Bus stop of the bus from FLORENCE 

 

 

 PRINT THIS PAGE FOR YOUR REFERENCE 
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Take the train directly from the airport. Book your ticket online http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en 

Digit “Fiumicino Aeroporto” to “Siena” 

Get off the train at the train station of Siena and take a taxi to go to your hotel: 

HOTEL LA VILLA 

Viale Vittorio Veneto 11 

Siena 

 

Always check websites for updated train schedule 

 PRINT THIS PAGE FOR YOUR REFERENCE 

  

Fiumicino (FCO) airport ROME 

to Siena 

http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en
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The bus starts in front of the train station called TIBURTINA 

 

 

There is a FLIXBUS BUS to Siena roughly every 2 hours.  Check the bus schedule on their website 

https://global.flixbus.com/ The schedule does not appear on the website before 2 MONTHS  ahead of the 

journey date so be patient. 

PS. Just like in all major cities bus and train stations, watch your belongings. No worry, Rome, Florence are 

safe but just be aware that it could happen. 

Get off the bus at the final bus stop in Siena (it is called Piazza Gramsci) 

From there the hotel LA VILLA is 10 minutes walking distance.  

HOTEL LA VILLA 

Viale Vittorio Veneto 11 

Siena 

 

  

If you are staying in Rome one night before coming 

to Siena take the bus! 

Once that you are at the ROMA TIBURTINA BUS STATION… 

https://global.flixbus.com/
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BY TRAIN  

Trains connect the Pisa Airport with Siena every hour (or even more often). The train ride is 2 hours. Need 

to change train a couple of times (sorry about that!). 

Have a look at the Italian Railway web site: http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en 

Select "Pisa fermata aeroporto" and "Siena". You will be able to buy your ticket at soon as you get closer to 

the date (a couple of months before the date of journey). 

Once that you arrive at the train station of Siena you need to get a taxi (just outside of the train station). 10 

euros average for the ride. 

BY BUS 

Take the TIEMME bus from Pisa to Florence. Get off in Florence and take the TIEMME bus to Siena. The bus 

runs averagely every hour. Less busses on Saturday and Sundays. Bus ticket costs 15 euros. You can buy it 

at the Pisa airport. No need to reserve your bus ticket. 

The bus Siena- Florence is very convenient since it will stop in front of HOTEL LA VILLA, which is where you 
will stay for the first nights of your tour. IMPORTANT:  THE BUS STOP IS UPON REQUEST. As you go on the 
bus ask the driver to drop you off at HOTEL LA VILLA Viale Vittorio Veneto 11 in Siena. Show the driver the 
picture at page #3. It might happen that the driver does not know about the existence of that bus stop 
(sorry about that, we complained with the bus company but it might happen again).  
 
 

 

 

 PRINT THIS PAGE FOR YOUR REFERENCE 

 

  

PISA AIRPORT – Galileo Galilei (PSA) 

http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en
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HIRE A DRIVER (before or after the tour) 

We will be happy to put you in contact with professional drivers to pick 

you up from the airports, cities, train stations before and after the tour. 

Average costs for transfers with car for 8 guests *: 

 Florence /Siena (beginning of tour) - 160€ 

 Rome /Siena (beginning of tour) -  400€ 

 Pienza (end of tour) to Florence  - 240€ 

 Pienza (end of tour) to Rome  - 330€ 

 Other destinations on request 

 

 The price needs to be set with the driver from time to time. This is just an average cost of 

service 
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HOW TO GET TO THE MAIN CITIES (ROME AND FLORENCE)  

AFTER THE TOUR 

 

The tour ends at the Chiusi-Chianciano Terme train station at 10.00am of day 8 of tour. 

To go to Florence by train: 

Departure 10:58am  - arrival in Florence Santa Maria Novella train station (main train station in Florence) at 

12.50pm  

Price 13.50€  

You can then continue to the airport with the shuttle bus or Taxi  

You can book your tickets online at http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en 

 

To go to Rome by train: 

Departure 10:54am  - Arrival in Rome Termini station at 12:48pm 

Price 9.90€ 

You can book your tickets online at http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en 

You can then continue to the airport with the shuttle bus or train or Taxi  

 

IMPORTANT: when booking your train on-line digit the Italian name of cities, not the English: 

 Chiusi-Chianciano Terme 

 Roma (not Rome) 

 Siena (notSienna) 

 Firenze S. M. Novella (not Florence) 

 Fiumicino Aeroporto, if you are going back to Rome main airport (FCO)  

 

Always check websites for updated train schedule 

 PRINT THIS PAGE FOR YOUR REFERENCE  

http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en
http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON THE TOUR 
 

How to prepare for this trip 
Walking or jogging for 60 minutes 3 times a week for 5 weeks ahead of trip will make your experience more enjoyable. 
In case you live in a flat area you might also incorporate some steps in your physical activity. 
 
What to bring: 

 Walking shoes with good traction (sometimes we might have mud on the trail) 

 Hat, Swimming suit, sun cream, water bottle to refill with tap water 

 Dinners at Italian restaurants do not require any special dress code.  

    Wear shoes with good traction 
 

An average day of the trip 
On a typical day you hike/walk with your guide in the morning for 3 hours, then we stop at a restaurant or farmhouse 
for lunch (lunch can last 1hour and half). We serve local food and wines as we believe that food plays an important 
role in the enjoyment of Tuscany.  
In the afternoon there might be some more walking or town stroll. Around 4.30 or 5pm your guide will take you back 
to the hotel.  
Your guides are available from 9am to 5pm on each day.  
Before dinner you will be able to rest a couple of hours. 
Dinner will be served in a restaurant in town that you will be able to easily reach on foot. At dinner the guide will not 
be with you. This is why we planned to have most of the hotels in the town centers and pedestrian areas. And if the 
hotel is away from the town center we have set up transportation to take you to the next restaurant or activity.  
Local wine is always included for lunch or dinner. We serve vino della casa (house wine) as the quality of local house 
wines is very high. Not by chance this part of Tuscany is one of the most famous wine making area in Italy (Chianti 
Classico, Brunello, Vino Nobile di Montepulciano). 
 
Weather 
In general, the climate in Tuscany is very mild. Usually summers in Tuscany are hot with little or no rain. July and 
August are the hottest months (but still nice for walking as there is always a breeze blowing up on the hills). Spring 
(April and May) and Autumn (October and November) are milder. You can have some drops of rain but not too many. 
Winter is colder but you still can count on many sunny days. 
Month    avg. High   avg.    Low 
April  66 °F (19 °C) 46 °F (8 °C) 
May  73 °F (23 °C) 54 °F (12 °C) 
June  81 °F (27 °C) 59 °F (15 °C) 
September 81 °F (27 °C) 59 °F (15 °C) 
October  72 °F (22 °C) 52 °F (11 °C) 
November 61 °F (16 °C) 45 °F (7 °C) 

 
Tipping your guides 
Should you wish to tip your guides, the gratuity is entirely at your discretion. The standard in the industry ranges from 
5€ to 10€ per person, per guide, per day. Tipping is not due to Gianni Stanghellini as he owns the company. 
 
Tipping your drivers 
Should you wish to tip your drivers, the gratuity is entirely at your discretion. The standard in the industry ranges from 
1€ to 3€ per person, per driver, per day. 
 
Extra expenses 
Plan to have extra cash or money in your credit card enough to buy a couple of coffee or tea every day (5 euros 
average) . Two nights out of seven you are on your own for dinner (20-25 euros per meal per person, average) 


